Improved discrimination of breast lesions using selective sampling of segmented MR images.
The aim of this work is to examine if the specificity of differentiation between malignant and benign tumours can be improved by retrospectively examining lesion-extracted distributions. A semi-automated method for selecting a region-of-interest (ROI) is described. A new histogram segmentation approach for sampling pharmacokinetic breast maps of transfer uptake is defined in order to assign classification variables for the lesion. Fifty exchange rate parameter maps were extracted from 49 subjects and retrospectively analysed. Distributions obtained from semi-automatically delineated ROIs were subdivided into ten overlapping segments. Parameters were extracted from each segment which effectively presents a new pixel intensity sampling strategy. Mann-Whitney non-parametric tests and ROC curves were generated. Correlation exists between mean parameter values drawn from semi-automatically or manually drawn ROIs. However, the former yield higher specificity values as applied to this subset of enhancing benign lesions. Segmenting the exchange rate parameter histogram allows the identification of which part of the distribution correlates most with tumour type. Significant improvement in specificity is obtained when using half the pixels within the ROI. Improved specificity values are obtained by a new method of selecting the differentiation parameters which relies on intensity rather than spatial segmentation. Only half the pixels available within the ROI contributed to the measured classification parameters.